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Estimation of a time-varying coefficient in a Cox-type parameterization of the stochastic intensity of a 
point process is considered. A sieve estimation procedure (Grenander, 1981) is used to estimate the 
coefficient. A rate of convergence in probability for the sieve estimator is given and a functional CLT 
for the integrated sieve estimator is proved. 
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Introduction 
A model relating an output counting process, N to an input covariate process, X 
which is often used in survival analysis, is the Cox Regression Model (Cox, 1972; 
Andersen and Gill, 1982). This model stipulates that the stochastic intensity of N is 
A (t, X) = ePx”‘ho( t). 
In the above, the regression coefficient, p, is an unknown scalar and Au is an 
unspecified deterministic function. Since p is constant in time, the above model 
implies that the effect of X on the underlying stochastic intensity A0 (and hence on 
N) is time invariant. This is not always the case, particularly in survival analysis 
applications. In the survival analysis setting several authors have considered a 
time-varying regression coefficient (Brown, 1975; Taulbee, 1979; Stablein et al., 
1981; Moreau et al., 1985; and Zucker and Karr, 1990). Brown, Taulbee, Stablein 
et al. and Moreau et al. make simplifying assumptions on the form of p so as to 
maintain a finite dimensional parameter space. Zucker and Karr, using a penalized 
likelihood technique, allow p to be infinite dimensional (i.e., a function of time). 
The method presented here, which also allows p to be infinite dimensional, utilizes 
the method of sieves (Grenander, 1981), and in particular, a very simple sieve, the 
histogram sieve. This choice of a sieve retains the simplicity of analysis present in 
methods involving only a finite dimensional parameterization of the regression 
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coefficient /3. In addition, the estimation method presented below is applicable not 
only in the survival analysis context where N can have at most one jump, but also 
in the more general context where N is allowed multiple jumps. The histogram 
sieve was used by Friedman (1982) in the survival analysis context for the purpose 
of estimating ho. McKeague (1988) and Leskow (1988) also use the histogram sieve 
for estimation purposes in the multiplicative intensity model of Aalen (1978). 
Section 1 contains a description of the statistical model with a list of assumptions 
made in the following theorems. Weak consistency (with a rate of convergence) is 
proved in Section 2. Next in Section 3, both a functional central limit theorem for 
the integrated regression coefficient and a consistent estimator of the asymptotic 
variance process are given. Section 4 provides conditions under which the theorems 
in Sections 2 and 3 hold in the independent and identically distributed case. In 
Section 5, extensions to the multivariate model and to the Prentice-Self Model 
(Prentice and Self, 1983) are discussed. The last section contains the technical details. 
1. Statistical model 
For each n, one observes an n-component multivariate counting process, N” = 
(NY,..., Nz), over the time interval [0, T]. In applications, NY might count certain 
life events for individual i. N” is defined on a stochastic base (an, P”, (9:: f E 
[0, T]}) with respect to which N” has stochastic intensity A” = (A;, . . . , A”,) where 
A”(r) =e&(‘)x:‘(‘) I K’(r)&,(t). 
In the above, both PO and A, are deterministic functions on [0, T], X” = 
(X?,..., X z) is a covariate vector of locally bounded, predictable stochastic proces- 
ses,and Y”=(YT,..., Y”,) is an observed vector of predictable stochastic processes 
each taking values in (0, l}. In this paper, N” having stochastic intensity A” implies 
that 
5 
t 
M;(t)= N;(t)- A:(u) du 
cl 
is a local square integrable martingale with predictable variation, 
WY, q?(t) = 
5: A;(u) du for i =j, 
o 
for i#j. 
A review of pertinent martingale theory can be found in Gill (1980) and Bremaud 
(1981). 
Since the focus here is on PO, inference for /3” is based on the logarithm of Cox’s 
partial likelihood (Cox, 1972), 
eP(u)x:‘(u) 
eP(u)x:(u) y;(u) 1 dN;(u). 
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As described in Zucker and Karr (1990), direct maximization of T,,(p) does not 
lead to a meaningful estimator of /3. The problem is that the parameter space of 
functions on [0, T] is too large. In this situation, the method of sieves (Grenander, 
1981) is often useful. Essentially an increasing sequence of parameter spaces, say 
{@iS,,, n 2 l}, is given so that within each 0 K,, there exists a maximum likelihood 
estimate, say p^“, and Un 0 K,, is dense in the parameter space of interest, 0. For a 
sample of size n, x,,(p) is maximized over OK. The idea is to allow K, to increase 
with n, but with a rate which will allow /3 to be consistent. One way to choose the 
parameter space, 0, and the associated distance function is via the Kullback-Leibler 
information; see Geman and Hwang (1982) and Karr (1987) for examples of this. 
In this case, an examination of the function playing the role of the Kullback-Leibler 
information leads to 0, a subset of the space of Lebesgue square integrable functions. 
See the fourth note following Theorem 1 for further explanation. 
The histogram sieve is used here, 
@,,f= p:p(u)= ; PJ{uEIf} for (p,,.. 
1 i=I 
.,&Wj. 
The (I;,..., I>,,) are consecutive segments of [0, T] with lengths denoted by 
I= (I:, . . . , I:,,). Let l;,,, I;,,,,, and ([I”() be the minimum length, maximum length 
and the e, norm, respectively. In the following sections, a member of OK,, will be 
denoted either by its functional form, /3(u) =Cz:, &Zf(u), or by its vector form, 
p = (p,, . . . , PK,,). It should be clear from the context which form of p is pertinent. 
The choice of the above sieve allows the use of a computer algorithm for Cox’s 
regression model with time dependent coefficients. One such algorithm is given by 
Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980) in their Appendix. To see this, note that for a sample 
of size n, p is of dimension K, and p( t)X:l( t) = I,?, /?,[I:( t)X:( t)]; therefore to 
use the computer algorithm, let the (i,j)th entry of the n * K, matrix of time 
dependent covariates by I:( t)X:( t). 
Define, for each u E [0, T], 
gyp, u) =L f i = 0, 1,2,3,4, 
nj,l 
epcu~x~cu~(X~(u))~Y:(u), 
Et(P, u) = S’,“(P, 4Plp’(P, u), 
Vn(P, u) = SF(P, wP(P, u)-(&(P, u))’ 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
and 
for P E OK,,, IW$, Pf. (1.4) 
In the following, most of the superscripts and subscripts, n, are dropped. Only 
A, and PO do not change with increasing n. The conditions below will be referred 
to in the statement of the theorems. 
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Assumption A (Asymptotic Stability). There exist sCi)( &,, u), i = 0, 1,2, such that 
(1) sup Is”‘(p,, u)-s”‘(&), u)(=oJl), 
ut[O.U 
(2) * J T~S~“(~o,u)-s’i’(~o,~)/2du=0,(1), 0 
and 
(3) there exists y > 0 such that 
sup sup JS”‘(b’u)l=O (I), 
S’O’(b, 24) p 
i=l 2 3 4 2 3 > . 
U~[O.V hclW 
bPO(~)l’U 
Assumption B (Lindeberg Condition). There exists 6 > 0 for which 
max J TI{~: IXj(u)Y,(u)l>t&~,Po(~)X,(~)>-~IX;(U)I}du=op(l), ,‘,?%?I ” 
for each e > 0. 
Assumption C (Asymptotic Regularity). 
(I) There exist constants U, > 0, U2> 0 such that max{A,(u), s(‘)( PO, u), i = 
0, 1,2} c U, and s(‘)( PO, u) 2 U2 a.e. Lebesgue on [0, T]. 
(2) There exists a constant L> 0 such that for 
sC2)( PO, u) 
V(&J~ u)= py PO, u) - [ ;:::;;I; ;;I’, 
v( PO, u)s(‘)( PO, u)Ao(u) > L a.e. Lebesgue on [0, T]. 
Assumption D (Bias). 
(1) PO(u) is Lipshitz of order 1 on [0, T]. 
(2) PO(u) has bounded second derivative a.e. Lebesgue on [0, T]. 
(3) U( PO, u)s(‘)( PO, u),+,(u) is Lipshitz of order 1 on [0, T]. 
The above conditions are similar to those given by Andersen and Gill (1982) in 
their consideration of a finite dimensional regression coefficient. However, the 
conditions above do not include differentiability of the s(‘) nor uniformity in p of 
the convergence of SC’) to s(I). but the additional Assumption A(3) is included. 
Andersen and Gill use convexi;y in b of the log-partial likelihood function to prove 
consistency; this is facilitated by the assumption of differentiability of the sCi). The 
convexity arguments they use, depend on the local compactness of the parameter 
space. Since the parameter space considered here is not locally compact, a different 
method of proving consistency is employed. This method relies on bounding the 
third derivative of the log-partial likelihood function and uses Assumption A(3). 
They employ uniformity in p of the convergence of SCi) to s(I) to prove convergence 
of the information matrix evaluated at a consistent estimator of PO. However, the 
same result can be achieved under Assumption A(3) so that uniformity in j3 is no 
longer necessary. 
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2. Consistency 
One way to prove consistency of the maximum likelihood estimator is to expand 
the log-likelihood about the true parameter, say PO, and then use a fixed point 
theorem as in Aitchison and Silvey (1958) or Billingsley (1968a). However, in the 
problem considered here, p,, is in general, not a member of OK for any finite K; 
hence in the following proof, the idea is to expand the log-partial likelihood about 
a point in O,, say B”, which is close to PO, instead of expanding about PO. This 
introduces a technical difficulty as the score function is no longer a martingale but 
a martingale plus a bias term. To the first order, this bias term can be eliminated 
by the following choice of p”, 
jP(U) = 2 p:1,<u,, 
i=l 
for u in [0, T] where 
5 
T 
L(u)Po(u)4Po, O+"k u)Ao(u)du 
p:= O 
a; 
3 
i 
T 
(T;= 
Uu)4Po, ~s'~'(Po, uMo(u)du, 
0 
Assumptions D( 1) and A(2) are then useful in showing that the bias is asymptotically 
negligible. For further comments see the notes following Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1. Assume 
(4 lim n]]ZJ]‘“=O (Bias+O), 
(b) 00 ( Variance converges), 
and 
(c) Assumptions A, C, D(l), 
4,) lim sup __ < Co, 
n 41) 
then for p” maximizing Y,, ( /I) in 0,) 
I 
T(b”(4-Po(4)2du =0,((n11~112)-‘)+Op()111(4) as n-+a. 
0 
Proof. First divide jl (b”(u) - po( u))* d u into a variance term plus a bias-squared 
term as follows: 
I 
T 
($‘(~)-/3~(~))~du~2 
0 I 
T 
(j+‘(u)-P”(U))*du 
0 
I 
T 
+2 (p’Y4 -PO(U))’ du. 
0 
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Using the definition of p”, Assumption D( 1) and lim sup,( I(.,/I(,,) <co, it is easy 
to show that the bias squared term (the second term on the right-hand side above) 
is O,( IIZjj”). To prove that 
i 
r(P^“(~j-pn(U))2du=O~((n/ll((2)-’), 
0 
it is sufficient to show that 
~ll~l1411P1”-P”I12=~~~~~. (2.1) 
This is done via a fixed point theorem as given in Lemma 2 of Aitchison and Silvey 
(1958). Recalling that L is defined in Assumption C(2), let 
If 
with probability going to 1 (as n +a, 1)1(1 +O), then by Lemma 2 of Aitchison and 
Silvey (1958), there exists a” E 0, such that 
on a set of probability going to 1. Since (a’/apf)Z,,(p) is nonpositive for each i, 
this proves the conclusion. Using a Taylor series about the vector 6” = (By, . . . , pk), 
gives 
= fj ,n,r)-f-$Yn -m ]
i=l 
(P ) (Pi-B:‘)+if, (nL-’ p’=%(PP 1 (P,-m2 [ a2t -n ] 
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Consider p E OK, where (I/? -pnl12= (/lZll”n)-‘s~, then, by Lemma 2, 
52 IIP -PT{ :L[ 
~2,+~p~~~+~p~~lI~ll’0~+~,ol~114~ 1’2 
a’, 1 , 
+o,M ll~ll~~-‘~+o,~l~-~+o,~l~llP-g”llJ 
(since (~~Z~~4n))1’2S, $ 0). Since lim inf, S’, > 0, 
Therefore, for F > 0, 3n, such that for n 3 np, 
P 
[ 
sup E n -‘,;’ - a zJp)(p,-p;)<o >l_&. 0 
PteK i=, api 1 IIP-P”11=~l11114n~~“2S,, 
Notes to Theorem 1. (1) Since p^” is a histogram estimator of PO, it is not surprising 
that the order of convergence derived above is the same as the order of convergence 
for the histogram estimator, f”, of a Lipshitz continuous density, j To see this, let 
the intervals be of equal length so that Zj = K -‘, then as n + ~0, K + ~0, 
J 
T 
(~“(u)-~~(u))~~u=O~(K~-‘)+O,(K~*). 
0 
As is well known, 
J 
T 
E (j”(r+f(~))2du=O(Kn-‘)+O(K~2) 
0 
as n + ~0, K + 00 (Rosenblatt, 1956, pp. 834-835). Note also that the rate O,( Kn-‘) + 
O,(K-‘) will b e maximized for K of the order n”3; this then results in 
J 
T 
(/?‘(u)-~o(u))2du=0,(n~2”). 
0 
(2) It is natural to question whether the rate nj)Z))4 in (2.1) can be improved. In 
general this will not be possible. To see this, let T = 1, and Z, = l/K for each i (so 
j/Zjj2= l/K). It turns out that v’% ui(p^r -fly), i = 1,. . . , K, behave asymptotically 
like independent N(0, 1) random variables; this indicates that the approximate 
distribution of I,“_, na:( p’ - pr)’ is chi-squared on K degrees of freedom. So one 
expects that C,“_, n~‘(j?r-&‘)~/K -% 1. This can be proven rigorously using 
Lemmas 2 and 3. Since af = 0,(1/K), this gives the rate n/K2, i.e., n )(Z((4. Other 
norms might allow for different rates. For example, using the above intuitive 
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reasoning, it is expected that 
yielding 
(3) To understand why the choice of p” given above eliminates the bias to a first 
order, consider the following: 
Maximizing T,,( /3) over 0, is equivalent to maximizing 
for p E OK. This is ‘asymptotically’ like maximizing 
-s T (Po(+PW24Po, ub(“‘(Po, UP,(U) du 0 (2.2) 
(under suitable conditions). But the maximizer in 0, of the right hand side (RHS) 
of (2.2) is given by 6”. Therefore, it is to be expected that for the maximum partial 
likelihood estimator, p*“, the convergence of 5: (p”(u) -p”(u))’ du to 0 will be of 
a faster rate than for other choices of p E 0, than p”. 
(4) Further consideration of (2.2) lends substance to the use of the LZ norm in 
proving consistency. Often in the method of sieves, the Kullback-Leibler information 
(in this case, (2.2)) determines the norm in which the maximum likelihood estimator 
converges to PO (see Grenander, 1981; Geman and Hwang, 1982; and Karr, 1987). 
In the situation considered here, the L2 norm approximates, to the first order, the 
Kullback-Leibler information. 
3. Asymptotic normality 
In order to conduct inference about the regression coefficient function, PO, it is 
useful to consider some sort of weak convergence result for fi”. However, in this 
case and in many other situations where the parameter of interest is a function 
(Karr, 1985; Leskow, 1988; Ramlau-Hansen, 1983) normalized versions of g”(t) 
and b”(u) have asymptotically independent normal distributions. Intuitively, this 
means that the limiting distribution of 6” is ‘white noise’. This complicates inference 
concerning the function PO, as the usual functional central theorem is excluded. 
Karr (1985) circumvents this by giving a supremum type statistic which has an 
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asymptotic extreme value distribution. Another possibility is to consider an 
integrated version of p”. Since normalized versions of p^“( t) and b”(u) are asymptoti- 
cally normal and independent it is natural to expect that an integrated version of 
p^” will converge in distribution to a Gaussian martingale. McKeague (1988) con- 
siders such an integrated version and then proposes the use of a supremum type 
statistic based on the integrated estimator for inference purposes. One might also 
consider various weighted integrals of p^“, i.e. jz w,( u)( p^“( u) -PO(u)) du as is done 
in Aalen (1978) and in Gill (1980). In a later paper, issues involving inference will 
be addressed. 
The following weak convergence result is in terms of the Skorohod topology on 
D[O, l] (see Billingsley, 1968b). 
Theorem 2. Assume 
(4 lim n((1118=0 (B&+0), 
n 
(b) lim n/1f114=C0 (Variance converges), 
n 
(c) Assumptions A, B, C, D, 
lim supIi,,<a, 
n 41) 
then, 
where G is a Gaussian martingale with Go = 0 a.s., and 
I 
,AU 
cov( G,, G,) = (v(Po, ~)s'~'(Po. u)ho(u))-*du. 
0 
Proof. Using Assumption D, it is easily proved that 
sup 
(t10,n 
l~~or(p..c.,-a,c~))duj =O(n”211~l14). 
To show that 4% 5; ( gn(u) -p”(u)) du ; G consider the following Taylor series: 
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where \\P*-/?“\(~((fi”-/?“((. Define 
Lemma 3 implies that P[min,srC-K l~‘$>~L]-+ 1 so it is sufficient to consider 
J;;~:,(p^“W-p”(u)) d u on this set only. Therefore, solving for V% (fi’-fi:l), 
multiplying by I,(s) and integrating from zero to t results in 
(3.1) 
To show that the first term on the RHS of (3.1) is o,(l) in supremum norm consider 
=o,(l)llW[oP[j&] +o,(lzll~)+o,(ll~-P.ll’)] 
. +&J 
+qAw)+op + ( )I 
=0,(l) (by (a), (b), and Lemma 3). 
As for the second term on the RHS of (3.1), 
Z,(z)(X,(z)-E(p", Z)) dNj(z) du. 
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Let 
Using McKeague’s (1988) Lemma 4.1, one gets that if 2 2 G, then the second term 
on the RHS of (3.1) converges weakly to G. Now, 
By Lemma 4, the second term of Z, is o,(l) in supremum norm. As for the first 
term, the idea is to use the version of Rebolledo’s central limit theorem in Andersen 
and Gill (1982). Call the first term of Z,, Y,. Since 
-=(P”, 4S”‘(P,,, u)lMu) du, 
and 
max sup Iri’af - v( PO, u)s’“‘( PO, u)Ao(u)j + 0 
l<;=zK UC,, 
(by the continuity of v(p,,, u)s’~‘(~~, u)&(u) in u), one gets, using Assumption 
A(1) and Lemma 1, that 
WG ’ [u(P,, 4s’“‘(Po, uh(u)l-’ du. 
A Lindeberg condition must be satisfied also; that is, show 
jg, (X,(U) - E(B”, u))’ e”~‘.“xJ’u’~(u)A,(u)[ i I,(u) 21’ 
i=L 1 
S: (-X,(U)-E(p”y U)I>Efi 
is o,,(l) for each E > 0. Recall that min, l,‘o: 2 L so the Lindeberg condition will 
be satisfied if 
(X,(u)-E(p”, ,)>2ePo’“‘“~‘“‘~(u)Ao(u) 
=oP(l) vE>O. (3.2) 
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The LHS of (3.2) is bounded above by 
4 
I 
r1 n 
2ep~cu~x~cu~Y,(u)A~(u)Z{u: \X,(u)\>f~&}du o ; g, x,(u) 
I 
T 
+4 
I 
E(p”, u)2S(o)(&,, u)hO(u)Z{u: (E(p”, ++&}du 
cl 
5G4 
I 
7- 1 j- x,(u)’ eP”(u)xl(u) 
0 nj=l 
~(u)~,,(u)Z{u: [X,(u)( * q(u)+ J4;} du 
+oP(l) (by Assumptions A(l), C(l), and Lemma 1). 
So the LHS of (3.2) is bounded above by 
4 n-l i: X,(u)’ ePO(u)xI(u) y( u)h,( u) 
,=I 
* I{u: [X~(U)\~;(U)>$E Jt;,p,(U)Xj(U)s-6(Xj(u)\}du 
7 
+4 
I 
6’ 2 X,(u)’ epoxy T( u)A,( u) 
0 j=1 
. Z{U: \X,(U)~~(U)>~E &, po(U)Xj(U)>-SlX,(u)l} du 
+ OJl) 
J 
?- 
s4 n-1 i X,(u)’ e-O$(u)l A,(u)Z{u: IX,(u)(>$ A} du 
0 j=l 
J 
T 
+ max Z{u: ~xj<u>~y,(u,>;& J;;, 
,GjS” 0 
pO(u)Xj(u)> -61X,(u)\) du O,(l) 
-top(l) (by Assumptions A(l), C(1)) 
= oP( 1) (by Assumptions B, C(1)). Cl 
For completeness, a consistent estimator of the asymptotic variance is provided 
by the theorem below. 
Theorem 3. Assume 
(4 lim n 11 Z)14 =a, lim l)Z(\* = 0, 
n n 
and 
(b) Assumptions A(l), A(3), C, D(l), D(3), 
Tim sup kEI < 00, 
n Z(1) 
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f 
sup IJ [ OG,ST 0 - i I,(u)(l,n)-’ $Zn(B., -I du i=l I I 
- ’ Id&,, O’“‘(Po, uMu)l-’ du 
= o,(l) as n+a. 
Proof. f 
sup IJ IL OstGT 0 - f Ii(u)(lin)m1-$L,(/2’) -’ i=l I 1 
-[u(Po, u)~‘~‘(Po, 4~,(u)l-‘} du/ 
. SUP 4P0, ub’“‘(Po, u)Ao(u) 
OSUGT [
(3.3) 
Consider the first factor on the RHS of (3.3), 
T K 
+ J I 2 Ii(U)Zi'Uf-U(POy U)S(O’(po, U)Ao(U) du. 0 ,=I 
The second term above is o,(l) by lemma 2 and the third term is o,(l) by the 
continuity of U( PO, u)s’( PO, u)Ao(u). As for the first term above, 
T K J I c 0 i=l 
7 
s J 0 
K 
=;, IP:-PI I, ( I,(u) -$ UP*, u) dN(u) 
I 
(where ~~p*-~“~~ s II~“-p”ll) 
= o,(l) (by Assumption A(3), Lemma 1 and the fact that 
Ita” -P”II -K+cc 0). 
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That the second factor in (3.3) is O,(l), can be proved by Assumption C(2) and a 
proof similar to the above. 0 
4. The independent and identically distributed case 
As was mentioned in the introduction, Zucker and Karr (1990) consider a time- 
dependent coefficient in the survival analysis context. That is, (IV,, X,, Yi), i = 
l,..., n, are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and the IVi have at most 
one jump. In addition, they assume that the covariate, Xi, is bounded. The following 
corollary considers a slightly more general setting, in which, multiple jumps are 
allowed and the covariate need not be bounded for the proof of consistency. In 
particular, i.i.d. observations of (IV, X, Y) are made where both X and Y are a.s. 
left continuous with right hand limits on [0, T]. Define 
s(I)( PO, t) = E{eW’)X(” X( t)‘Y( t)} for i = 0, 1,2,3,4 and t E [0, T]. 
For further comments on the assumptions see the notes following the proof of 
Corollary 1. 
Corollary 1. Assumptions A and B of Section 1 are satisjed if 
(a) PO is continuous on [0, T], 
(b) A0 is bounded away from zero and infinity on [0, T], 
(c) P[ Y( t) = 1 for all t E [0, T]] > 0, 
and either, 
(dl) X is a.s. bounded, 
or 
(d2) there exists an open interval, 93 c R, containing [2 inf,t,O,TI PO(t), 
2 su~,,[~,~~ PO(t)1 such that 
E 
1 
sup 
(h,r)t.dx[O,T1 
where %’ is the closure of 3. 
Proof. Note that under (a), (dl) implies (d2). Assume (a), (b), (c) and (d2). 
Assumption (d2) permits the application of Rango Rao’s (1963), strong law of large 
numbers in D[O, T] to get Assumption A(1). Since 
ePO(‘)XI”‘X,(t)‘~( t) - E ep,>(‘)x(‘)X(t)‘Y( t) 1 I ’ dt 
t)“Y( t) dt <oo for i = 0, 1,2 1 (by (d2)), 
the use of Chebyshev’s inequality suffices to prove Assumption A(2). 
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Choose y > 0 so that 
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LB’= 
[ 
inf PO(t)-7, sup &(t)+~ c%. 
r~[o,Tl ft[o,rl 1 
By dominated convergence, s’“(b, 1), i = 0, 1,2, are continuous functions in b E a 
for each t E [0, T]. Also the s”‘(b, t) are bounded functions in (b, t) E B’x [0, T] 
and using (c), inf~~,r~t~~x~o,~~ ( , s(O) b t) > 0 To prove Assumption A(3), choose y as . 
above, then for i = 1,2,3,4, 
sup sup 
(S”‘(b, t)( 
~tr0.v htR S”‘(b, t) 
lh-&(t)l<y 
s sup 
Is%, t)l +sUp~t,,r)tzvx[o,r, IS’% t) - s”‘(b, t)l 
(b,tkR’x[O,T) s(“(b, t) -SUp(b,,)~d’x[O,T] k+“‘(b, t)--s(O’(b, t)i 
Thus by Theorem III.1 of Appendix III in Andersen and Gill (1982), 
sup 
sup IS”‘(b~ t)l= o (1) 
rt[O.Tl htR S”‘(b, t) ’ 
for i = 1,2,3,4. The proof of Assumption B is virtually identical to the proof of 
Condition C in Theorem 4.2 of Andersen and Gill (1982) and is omitted. 0 
Notes to Corollary 1. (1) Assumptions (b) and (c) ensure that there is sufficient 
activity at each point t in order to estimate PO(t). 
(2) Note that since interest here is in estimating a function instead of a vector, 
the role of assumption (4.1) in Theorem 4.1 of Andersen and Gill (1982) is played 
by (b) here. 
5. Generalizations 
The theorems given above generalize easily (but with an increase in notational 
complexity), to the setting in which X” is a p x n matrix of covariate functions in 
t and correspondingly, /3” is a p x 1 vector of coefficient functions in t. To do this 
make assumptions A through D on a componentwise basis and replace Assumption 
C(2) by: 
Assumption C(2’). There exists a constant L > 0 for which the minimum eigenvalue 
of u( PO, u)s(‘)( PO, u)h,(u) is larger than L as. Lebesgue on [0, T]. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 is 
I 
/Ir l~~“(~)-~o(~)l12d~=Op((~(l~l(2)-’)+0,(((1((4) 
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as n + co, K + co. In the statement of Theorem 2, G becomes a p-variate Gaussian 
martingale with 
Cov( Gi( t), G,(U)) = 
I 
,.6u 
Z”(x) dx 
0 
where ZV(x) is the (i, j)th entry in the inverse of V( PO, x)s(“( PO, x)Ao(x). 
The conclusion of Theorem 4 stated in the p-covariate setting is 
- I ’ [v(Po, u)~(~‘(Po, u)Ao(u)l-’ du = O,(l), 0 
where pi and p^: are the p x 1 vectors of regression coefficients and estimated 
regression coefficients, respectively on the interval Ii. The inverse in the first term 
is defined to be a generalized inverse for a finite sample size n. 
Another generalization of the results given here is to the Prentice-Self (1983) 
model for the stochastic intensity. Essentially they replace the exponential term in 
the stochastic intensity by a function, say r, so that 
Al(u) = ~[Po(u)x:(u)l Y”(uIAo(u). 
Define Sci), i = 0, 1,2,3, as in the Prentice and Self article. Under Assumption A(3) 
add the following conditions, 
sup 
sup bWW’3’(b, u)l= o (1) 
S”‘( b, u) P 2 u~IO,Tl htR 
lb-Po(u)l<v 
and for i = 2,3,4, 
sup n 
ut[o,-rl 
-I jc, X;(u)‘r[Po(u)XY(u)lY;(u)/ =0,(l), 
and for i = 1,2,3, 
max sup sup 
di)[ bXJ’( u)] 
j=l,...,n UE[O,T] btR r[bXY(u)l 
= O,(I) 
lb-Pdu)i<r 
where r(l) represents the ith derivative of r. These conditions and Assumption A(3) 
are then sufficient to bound the third derivative of the log partial likelihood in 
probability. Also add the following assumption: 
Assumption E (Regression Function Positivity). There exists 77 > 0 such that 
4P(u)X(u)l is locally bounded above zero for each /3 E 
{p: supu,[O,T] lP(u)-Powl<%P continuous on [0, T]} and for all i = 1,. . . , n. 
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Assumption E is made so that In( r[ B( u)X:( u)]) and Y[ B( u)Xr( u)]-’ are locally 
bounded on [0, T] and hence the stochastic integrals employed in the proofs will 
be a.s. finite. If Assumption E is included in the conditions for Theorems 1 and 2, 
then their conclusions hold as stated. Since the second derivatives of minus the 
log-partial likelihood need not be nonnegative for finite n, Prentice and Self suggest 
an alternate estimate of the variance. Analogously consider the following as a 
substitute for Theorem 3: 
Theorem 3’. Assume 
(a) lim n I( Z]14 =00, lim [l/j] = 0, 
n n 
and 
(b) Assumptions A(l), A(3), C, D, E, 
I(K) lim sup - < 00, 
n ‘(1) 
then as n + ~0, 
- 
I 
’ [v( p,,, u)s(‘)( /3o, u)h,(u)l~’ du = or(l). Cl 
0 
6. Appendix 
Lemma 1. IfAssumptions A(l), A(3), C(l), D( 1) hold and lim, ]]1() = 0, then as n + a, 
and 
(2) 
s”‘( p”, u) s”‘( po, u) 
oz;;r S(~)(pn, u)-s’o’(po,u) =‘P(‘W)), i= ly2, 
where n?(u) = np’C:=, M,(u) for u E [0, T]. 
Proof. (1) The predictable variation of &?, evaluated at time T, is given by 
n-i jt S”‘( PO, u)h,( u) du. Therefore employing Lenglart’s inequality (Lenglart, 
1977) yields for B > 0 and F > 0, 
1 
r 
P sup [v’?zl);l(u)]‘>B ~BE/B+P S’“‘(B,,u)du~B~ ~2s 
utr0.q I 
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for n large, B large (use Assumptions A(l), C(1)). Since 
T 
Ii(U) c2 SUP [&A?(u)[, 
ut[o,u 
(1) is proved. 
(2) Fix u, then using a Taylor series about p”(u) results in 
S”‘( PO, u) sy p”, u) 
S’O’( pot u) - S’O’( p” ,u ) 
s(‘+‘)(b, u> S”‘(b, u)S”‘@, u) (po<u)_pn(u)) 
S"'( b, u)’ 1 
where lb-p”(u)l~Ip,(u)-p”(u)l, i=l,2. Therefore, 
S”‘( p”, u) S”‘( p”, u) 
02:2T S(O)( PO, u) - S’O’( p”, u) 
= sup I&(u) -p”(u)lO,(l> (by Assumptions A(3), D(1)) 
OS-UST 
= O,(I,,,) (by Assumption D( 1)). q 
Lemma 2. IfAssumpk~ns A, C(l), D( 1) hold and lim, 1) II) = 0, lim sup, ( lcK,/l(,,) < 
00, then as n + ~0, 
~2(ll~ll’n~-‘[ lM4 I’ : WK24Po, u>~‘~‘(Po, u)ho(u) du+o,,O)] 
o i=l 
and 
(3) max sup 
IC-iC_-K P*tOK 
(W$rm.(8*)l =o,((J;;ll~ll’)-‘)+0,(~). 
~\fi*~B”Il<o.sy 
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Proof. 
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+2 ; 1;’ ( J 
T 2 
h(u)[E(p”, u)-E(h, 4lS’“‘(Po, u)&(u) du 
> 
. 
i=, 0 
(6.1) 
For t E [0, T], let 
The compensator of Z, is 
c, = ; (nl,)-’ i 
J 
f 
Z,(u)[X,(u) - E(p”, u)]‘~(u) ePoc”)x~c”‘Ao(u) du
i=l j=l 0 
= [S”‘(P,, u)-2S”‘(PO, ww, u) 
+ E*( p”, .)S”‘( &,, u)]h,( u) du. (6.2) 
To show that 2 has the same limit in probability as its compensator C, it is sufficient, 
by Lenglart’s inequality, (Lenglart, 1977) to show that the predictable variation of 
1/1j/4n(Z - C) goes to zero in probability. Denoting the endpoints of interval Z, by 
ai and ai+, , and defining 
M*(u,, u)=2 i n-’ 
J 
u 
IT’[Xj(Z) - E(D”v z)I dMj(z), j=I 0, 
the optional variation of ((1/(4n(Z - C) is (Kopp, 1984, p. 148), 
[llIll”n(Z- C)l, = C lI~IIX~2(A(Z- C)u)’ 
US, 
+[x,(u)-E@“, u)]“ncy 
+2M*(a,, u)[X,(u) - E(p”, ~)]‘n-~1;~} dNj(u). 
Then the compensator of []]Z]14n(Z - C)] (which is also the predictable variation of 
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\11()4n(Z- C)) is given by 
(11~114~(~ - C)>c 
= I1111sn2 ’ f I,t”)( M*(ai, U)2ne11Y2[fj, (T,(U)-E(p”, 24))’ 
0 r=l 
. ePo(“)x,(u) yJu) 
1 
+ K31T4 
[ 
i ,i, wJ(4-J%~“, u)>” 
I 
. epJu)x,(u) Y,(u)] 
+2M”(a,, u)dp iji, (X,(4-E(p”, u))’ 
. ePo(uw,(u) y
j” 
( )I1 
Mu) du 
= (lll14n Ior if,l Zi(s)M*(ai, U)’ du O,(l) 
+K’Op(l)+ )(Z112 ’ t Ii(s)lM*(ai, U)J du O,(l) 
0 i=l 
by Assumptions A(3), C(1). Now, 
max sup (M*(a,, u)l 
I-sis:K usl, 
s max sup ]M*(O, u]J+ max ]M*(O, ai]) 
IsiSK usl, ISiSK 
524 sup f $ n-‘1;’ u Ii(z)[Xj(z)-E(B”, z)I dM,(z) OsuGT i=* j=l 
and using Lenglart’s inequality (1977) for B > 0, 
P I,: Ii(u)[X,(u) -E(B”, u)l dMj(u) 1 2> ~(II~l14~JY1) 
st(ll~l14n)~‘~~ 
01~l14n)~‘~ 
K 
+P p/)4n 2 n-‘1F2 Zi(u)[S’2’(Poy ~)-2s”‘(P,, u)E(b”, U) 
i=l 
+ E2( p”, u)S'~'( PO, u)]&,(u) du ~;BF 
> 
G E for B large and n large (use Assumptions A(3), C(1)). (6.3) 
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Therefore 
Consider the process, jiC,“=, Ii(U)M*(ai, u)’ dn for t belonging to {u,=O, 
a,,..., uK+r = T} and the family {.Ya,}i=O,K+l. On {5a,}i=0,K+lr 
I 
- ; Ii(u)M*(ai, u)’ du 
0 i=l 
- 
I 
* : Z,(u) i np21L2 ’ [X,(z)-E(p”, z)]‘eP~‘“‘“~“‘~(z)Ao(z) dz du 
0 i=l j=1 I =I 
is a local martingale. Therefore by Lenglart’s inequality (1977) for B > 0, E > 0, 
P[l(Z((‘n j-’ ; Z,(u)M*(a,, u)2dus B] 
0 i=l 
+zJ( ))lpl J’ ; zi(u)n-‘z;2 j” [S”‘(/3,, z)+E2(p”, z)s’“‘(p,, z) 
0 i=l Q, 
-2E(/?‘, z)S”‘(&, z)]&,(z) dz duz$Bs 
> 
s F for B and n large (use Assumptions A(l), A(3), C(1)). (6.4) 
Therefore (111114n(Z - C)), = ~(1~~20,( 1) + n-‘O,( 1) + n-“‘O,( 1) (by (6.3), (6.4)). 
This, as mentioned earlier, implies that 
SUP II~I14~l~~-~tI=~p(~). 
OS,G7- 
Recall that C is defined in (6.2); then 
&(u)l;2 nP’u(/30, u)s’“‘(p 0, u)Ao(u)du 
= ]11))4 fj E;‘o,( 1) by Assumptions A( 1) and C(l), 
I=, 
which implies 
o~~~~ll,l14~1z~-~or;~~ A(u)F2n-’ 4Po, 4~(~)(Po, u)Ao(u) du =q,(l). 
. . 
This concludes the proof for the first term on the RHS of (6.1). 
Consider the second term on the RHS of (6.1), 
2 
Ii(u)[E(B", U)-E(PO, u)IS’~‘(PO, u)A~(u)du . 
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Let 
llxl12=~, (cl I,: zi(")(P"(U)--PO(u)) 
and 
2 
I,(~)(~"(u)--P~(u))~S"'(PO,U)~O(U)~U 
. sup sup 
OSUGT P(U)ER 
IPi(~)-P,(u)l~v 
Using a Taylor series for fixed u yields 
E(D”, u)=E(Po, u>+(P”(~)-Po(~))v(Po, u> 
where 
Then, since s~p~~.,~(p”(u)-P~(u)l=o(l), 
K 
+I 
7 2 
1, ' &(u)[E(p", u)+E(h, 41S'"'(Po, uMu)du 
i=, 0 > 
~211412+N412 
by the definition of p”. It turns out that, jlx(\* = 0,(1/n) and ((y((* = O(\ll((“) so that 
the second term on the RHS of (6.1) is equal to O,( 1/ n) + O,( II/\\“). By Assumptions 
A, C(1) and D(l), one gets 
IIxII~=~~, (jT &WlV(Po, u)S”‘(P,, u)-~(Po, u)~‘~‘(Po, .)/du)‘O(l) 
0 
=,t, I$-‘o,(l)=O,(n-‘) 
and 
II Al2 = f, uT)‘o,m = llwo,w 
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(2) Letting fi= n-’ JT=, N, and IiT! = FI-’ Cy=, Mi then, 
I J 
T = 1,’ &(u)V(p”, u) dN(u) 
0 
-1;’ r J I;(u)u(Po, u)~‘~‘(Po, u)Ao(u)du 0
IJ 
T 
+1;’ li(U)u(Po, U) dM(u) 
0 
+ 1;’ 
IJ 
Tr,(4u(Po, ~)(s'~'(Po, u)--(~)(P~, u))ho(u) du 
0 
J 
T 
s sup po”, u)-v(Po, 41 lyyK 1;’ Ii(U) dN(u) 
O=usT 0 7- + max I;’ Ii(u)u(Po, U) dG(u) 
,GiSK IJ 0 
+ sup [s’“‘(po, u)-s’“‘(Po, 41 
OGUST 7- . max 1;’ Uu)4Po, uPo(u)du. 
1SiG-K J 0
So by Lemma 1 and Assumption C(l), 
+2E(/3*,~)~ I I dfi(u) . 
By Assumptions A(3), C(l), and Lemma 1, the above is 
GO,(l) max I;’ T Ii(u) dN(u) =O,(l)+O,((& ,,1,,‘)-I). •I 
IS,=%K J 0
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Lemma 3. IfAssump~ions C(l), D(1) hold, lim, 11111 =0 and lim sup, (ZcK,/Ic,,) <co, 
Proof. 
+4 ; (I’I,(u)[V(P”, 4S’“‘Wo, u)--v(Po, ~b’~‘(Po, u)lMu) du)2 
i=l 0 
+0.51~,,((pI”-p”(12 max SUP 
IGiGK (3*tOK 
(r.)Y~ic.(~*)~*. 
I 
l~p*--p”~~<o.s~ 
Using Lemma 2 results in 
iz, (c7;-$)*~4 ; 
i=l 
I,(u)V(/?‘, u) dM(u))*O(llZj)“) 
Iits)[ v( P”, u)s’o’( PO, 4 
> 
2 
- 4Po, ~b’~‘(Po, u)l~o(u) du ~Wll”) 
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Using Lenglart’s inequality (Lenglart, 1977) one can show that 
> 
2 
- 4Po, u)~‘~‘(Po, u)lAo(u) du . 
All that is left is to prove that 
T 2 
Ii(u)[V(P”, ~)s(~)(Poy ~)-~(Pot u)s’O’(PO, u)lAo(u)du 
> 
7- 2 
Ii(u)[V(P”, u)-V(PO, ~)ls’~‘(Po, u)Ao(u)du 
- 4Po, ub’“‘(Po, u)lAo(u) du (6.5) 
=q41~l12)+op -!- ( > 41~114 . 
Using Lemma 1, it is easy to show that the first term on the RHS of (6.5) is 
O,(~(Z~j*). The second term, 
T 
) 
2 
Ii(U)[V(Po, u)S’O’(PO, u)-~(Po, U)S’“‘(P~, u)IAo(u) du 2 
can be divided up into terms such as 
K 
Z (F’ jT L(u)lS”‘(Po, u)-.+)(Po, 41 du)-OJl), 
i=l 0 
j = 0, 1,2, by Assumption A(l), and the fact that infOSuGTsCo)( PO, u) > 0. 
The proof will be concluded if for j = 0, 1,2, 
i (I;’ i,’ &(+“‘(Po, u) -s"'(Po, 4 du)2 = OP(-&,). i-1 
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The above LHS is less than or equal to 
J 
T 
= 1;; (S"'( /So, u) - s(j)( &,, u))‘du O(1). 
0 
Using Assumption A(2), and lim sup,, (Z(,,/I(,,) <co yields the desired result. 0 
Lemma 4. IfAssumptions A, C, D hold, lim, (( 11) = 0 and lim sup( I(,,/ I,,,) < ~0, then, 
as n-+03, 
Proof. Using a Taylor series on pn(u) about PO(u) at each u results in 
E(P”, U)-E(Po, u)=(PW-Po(u))V(P,, u) 
+0.5(p.(+P,w&-) VP, u) 
where 1 p(u) - &,( u)l s 1&(u) - p”( u)[ and subsequently 
. VP,, u)S’“‘(Po, ubb(u) du 
J 
T 
+fi (p,,(u) -p”(u))’ du O,( 1) (by Assumptions A, C( 1)). 
0 
Using the definition of p” it is easy to see that the second term above is 0,(&t jlrll”). 
As for the first term, 
. 5 Ii(U) 3 V(p,, u)S’O’(P,, u)A,(u)-I du . i=, I I 
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The first term above, supOGrST Ifi j,!, (p”(u) -j?“(u)) dul, has already been shown 
to be O(& ~~2~~“). Th _.I e second term IS equal to 
du 
+ O,(& ((I((“) by Assumption D(3). 
Using Assumptions A(2) and C(l), results in 
J rIV(~,,u)s’“‘(~,,~)--O(Poi~)~(0)(Po.U)Idu=O~ 0 
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